
How G4C2 Hexanucleotide Repeat 

Expansion impacts Drosophila 

Social Affiliative Behavior



Problem Statement 

How will the number of C9orf72 

hexanucleotide (G4C2) repeats in 

each fly affect the sociability of said 

fly?



Variables 

• Independent Variable- Number of 
hexanucleotide repeats of C9orf72 gene 

• Dependent Variable- Social preference of the 
fly

● Control Variables 
● 1- Size of plates
● 2- Number of free moving flies
● 3- Number of glued flies
● 4- Area of arena
● 5- All flies in each plate are same 

genotype. 
● 6- Duration of testing
● 7- Breeding process
● 8- Time of day tested
● 9- Sex in each data set



Research 

FTD (frontotemporal dementia), the second most common form of 

dementia, is most prevalently illustrated by the Hexanucleotide repeat of 

the C9orf72 gene. FTD is a neurodegenerative condition that significantly 

alters an individual’s personality as well as their ability to socialize and 

communicate.  Social affiliation is a fundamental behavior for most species, 

in which both humans and non-humans have a natural tendency to 

approach and investigate, generally in the form of social affiliation. Sociality 

is reported to be in mice, rate, fish along with insects; such as the 

drosophila, which has the social capacity to go beyond simply mating. 



5 Vocab words you need to know

1. FTD- Frontotemporal Dementia 

2. Drosophila- Scientific name for fruit fly

3. Behavioral Assay- A procedure for measuring behavioral activity of a 

sample

4. Mushroom bodies- The brain structure in the drosophila that is similar to 

the human frontal lobe. 

5. Hexanucleotide repeat- A gene mutation that affect the (G4C2) segment of 

a gene causing a repeat expansion of the (G4C2) sequence 



Hypothesis

Hypothesis

• If the number of splices is increased

• Then the Drosophila will be less social

• Because FTD causes antisocial behaviors, therefore the more splices, the 

more antisocial. 



Materials 

• 17 Petri Dishes

• 340 flies ( 160 males, 180 females)

• Sharpie

• Image J program

• 1% Agarose Gel

• Insect-a-Slip

● Superglue

● Tweezers/ Forceps

● Toothpick



Procedure
1. Draw out guidelines on (amount petri dish) with red and black sharpies for optimal contrast during behavioral recording.

2. Use a transfer pipette to swirl a small amount of insect-a-slip onto the walls of the petri dish. This is to minimize the flies’ attraction to climbing on the walls 

during the experiment. Let dry before moving onto next step.

3. Microwave and pour the 1% agarose gel onto the plate about ½ full. Let cool. 

4. You can make the petridish social arenas before the experiment a day or so ahead of time if they are properly sealed with parafilm and stored in the fridge. 

An hour before the experiment transfer the arenas into the flies incubator for proper acclimation. 

5. Use 10 immobilized flies (Canton-S flies) that are 50% male and 50% female and 10 wandering flies of one sex for the assay.

6. Glue immobilized flies (Canton-S flies) to the agar plate using the dotted template. Carefully lay down a thin layer of glue much like you are icing a cake 

before using the forceps to pick up the fly to place into glue. 

7. Once glue is dry then take 10 wandering flies and place them onto the other side of the arena and cover with the lid of the petridish. 

8. Once all arenas are set-up begin the recording by setting the camera to record an image every minute for an hour. 

9. Once recording has been acquired and properly saved onto the computer place arenas in the freezer for 30mins before disposing of flies into proper fly 

trash. 



Procedure (Data Analysis)

Download Image J

This is what the widget should look like. 

File
Import

Image Sequence

Select correct 

(unzipped) file

Start 

counte

r at 0



1-3 day males 



30 day males
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30 day female



Data Analysis

• The average genome of the least social flies tended to be the ones with more 
splices of G6C2

• 1-3 day seem to be high because I believe that one of the cases in which the 
glue was not fully dry and a few flies got stuck, making them appear more 
social than they actually might be. 

• If you look to slide 14, you will see that 30 day females has an extra plate. The 
bottom left plate is an extra plate with no glued down flies. This was done in the 
experiment as a control group. The effort here was that we could observe whether 
the flies were bunching initially and where they preferred to be in the sample. 



Conclusion

• My hypothesis was accepted because flies with more FTD splices were less social. 

• FTD is caused by the G4C2 mutation of the C9orf72 gene, increase the number of 

splices, increase the severity of Frontotemporal dementia and it’s accompanying 

symptoms. 

• What went wrong? Some of the glue to immobilize the flies was not allowed to dry 

completely, therefore some flies had become stuck to each-other and not permitted 

to roam about freely, which in turn might have skewed the results . 

• There was also a bump as the 1–3-day female data was scrambled in translation and 

was not available during data analysis. 



Application 

This project applies to real life because FTD is the second most 

common form of dementia. Doing this study, we learn more about 

mutation of the  C9orf72 gene with splices of (G4C2). We learn 

about the sociability of patients with this mutation and either more 

or less slipes of (G4C2). 



Future Directions- Improvements

There was not much gone wrong in this experiment, however, if I was going to 

repeat this experiment again, I would wait longer for the glue, which has been used 

to glue down and immobilize flies, to dry. By not waiting for the glue to dry 

completely, I have noticed that a very select few have gotten stuck and I believe 

that it might have skewed the results even by a bit. I would also set the camera to 

record a picture every 60 seconds instead of every 15. I would do this because that 

way, data collection and analysis would be a easier and a little less arduous. 

Research also might suggest that data was variable because flies have an optimum 

humidity level for their performance, and we might not have had the right 

humidity levels while running the experiment. 


